Session XCIV

Call to Order 6:02
Roll Call
Pae excused
Approval of Minutes
Reid sec Elwick

Reports:
- Chair- Elections ongoing.
- Vice Chair- Make sure to tell committees that their badges are here and they have to come check them out from me. Legislative forum.
  Cramm: What are name badges?
  Brown: Is a badge for when they go to constituent service.
  Reid: So has their name on it?
  Brown: Yes you just can’t keep it.
- Secretary- Remind you’re members about doing constituent service. Next office hour is due on November 11th.
- Academic Affairs- Talked about how projects are going on, wanting to get that done before end of year.
- Congressional Administration- Saw three different bill. 940109 we tabled for a week and we will see that next week. All other bills are pretty straight forward and gave them all a rec of do pass.
- External Affairs- Good attendance so far! Tabled the resolution in support of senate bill 1969 and that’s it.
  Sample: Why?
  Reid: Wasn’t ready yet, wanting to do more work on it.
- Human Diversity- No report, the committee and Pae are attending the United World Forum
- Problems and Projects- We discussed what projects we want to see before end of session.
  Sample: Two weeks of committee meetings left.
- Public Relations- We agreed that #servingOU will be at front of PR efforts, will be on all of our social media cites and all our posts. I apologize about t-shirts and how long it is taking. A lot of legal hoops and printer problems I wasn’t aware of. Talked a lot about doing a “Meet your District” thing, maybe right after elections, they might be more excited to be a part of that if we do it then. We did a preemptive approach to how we are going to set up sponsorships. Our model we are looking at getting a gold sponsor, two silver and two bronze and those will be classified by how much money
giving to student congress and what receiving in return, size of logo, merchandise, etc. would love to get thank you legislation and frame it and send t to their business. Next week will be all about setting up sponsorship approach. Discussed blue books pr. going to use that for weeks approaching dead week finals and another for during then

- Ways and Means- We’ll be seeing subsidiary legislation on Tuesday and Emergency funding #5, we have been here since 11 and we are revamping title twelve completely. Carrying out big reforms and hopefully see that a week from Tuesday
- Legislative Assistant- Bill tabled because I couldn’t review it. I would assume there will be more legislation coming soon but I don't know yet, will find out by Tuesday.

Special Orders
Old Business
New Business
Items to Be Considered
Follow-Up Reports
Brown: Morgan and I have been working on a survey to kind of survey student body when comes to multicultural organizations to see if reaching out to organization if they are reaching out the way they think they are. IT seems like they are discussing it with each other and think they are doing great but in reality are not reaching out at all and hard to contact. Meeting tomorrow morning with Jabar Seumate. Meeting with Elby Ellis and with Quy sometime this week. If anyone wants to help out or has ideas let me know.

General Discussion
Cramm: Can you discuss sponsorships?
Reid: More specific questions would be better.
Cramm: Sponsor for shirts
Reid: May possible doo shirts also discussed air horns, and we could hand them out before basketball games to students.
Cramm: Would they have the logo on them?
Reid: Yes, they would have the student congress logo.
Sample: So goal to get stuff for students?
Reid: Yes
Cramm: Is it going to be codified like we will see legislation for it or just done by the PR committee?
Reid: It was just us and the exec committee. Since this is the first time been done with congress don’t entirely sure yet.
Cramm: Do other schools SGASs have sponsors?
Brown: I know UT does and it goes to boosting their pr
Reid: And at the end of all of our posts we could put that It was paid for by the company and that would help eliminate a lot with reimbursement.
Elwick: Do you have specific groups you are going to target?
Reid: We are thinking about apartment sponsors maybe? I know they are big sponsors who aren’t often used. Pick lemans, etc. Also we know the Cube is apparently looking for sponsors too.
Elwick: Have you thought about having a benefit night?
Reid: Not really thought about it but is something we can definitely discuss. Our plan is to get plan of attack done by this semester and start getting those together by next semester to have them all ready and have them go to printer by Valentine’s Day.

Adjourn
Reid sec Nigh

Chair: Emily Sample
Vice-Chair: Chelsea Brown
Secretary: Kaylee Rains
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